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ActiveTrail - Success Story 

 

ActiveTrail™ is a market leader in email marketing, offering web-based email marketing solutions 
and services for organizations who want to maintain an active relationship with their customers. 

 

Quick Facts 

Industry Email Marketing software  Sales Team Size       10 

Challenge A sales team struggled to prioritize leads and had no idea how 
leads behaved when viewing the company website. Pipedrive is 
their CRM of choice, so any integration with additional 3rd party 
applications had to be comprehensive. 

Solution SalesWings (Predictive Lead Scoring & Website Tracking),  
ActiveTrail (Email Service Provider or ESP) and Pipedrive (CRM). By 
adding SalesWings to their technology stack, ActiveTrail was, for 
the first time, able to provide their sales team with a view of the 
hottest inbound leads from email campaigns and adwords, without 
ever leaving Pipedrive. 

Impact     25% additional opportunities and a 20% increase in sales  

"Since adopting Saleswings our deal closing rate has gone up by 20%. It 
fitted perfectly into our existing Pipedrive workflow and is a real game 
changer for us." 
 
Ariel Lanis, Regional Director USA & UK - ActiveTrail 
 

https://www.activetrail.com/ 
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The Challenge 

ActiveTrail’s sales team relies on the company’s marketing team to generate leads (where a lead 
is a visitor who has signed up for a 30-day free trial). They use their own email marketing 
platform (ActiveTrail) to periodically send newsletters and educational email campaigns to leads.  

In the past (before SalesWings), the leads did not reply, the team had no visibility as to their 
subsequent behavior nor to their true interests. The only available information to them was 
whether the email had been opened.  

ActiveTrail’s sales team lacked any information about when a lead visited the ActiveTrail website, 
how frequently they visited the site or what they did on the site. Moreover, there was also a 
timing issue that was negatively impacting sales. Leads were only tracked by the sales team for 
the 30-day trial period. If a lead warmed up afterwards, for example, six to eight weeks after 
converting / registering on the ActiveTrail website, this was not tracked and there was no alert 
procedure in place. 

 

The Solution 

This state of affairs led ActiveTrail to search for a lead tracking and scoring solution which they 
could quickly deploy throughout their business, in terms of technical roll-out and end-user 
training. All ActiveTrail’s sales opportunities, conversations, contacts and leads, are managed 
through Pipedrive, which led the company to take a closer look at SalesWings, and ultimately 
select it.  

SalesWings’ out of the box integration with Pipedrive allowed ActiveTrail to maintain their 
current processes and lead flow, and SalesWings provided the sales team with real-time 
information on website visits, including when the last visit occurred. Thanks to SalesWings’ 
intuitive Predictive Score feature, ActiveTrail’s sales team is now able to pull up a filtered view in 
Pipedrive, showing which leads are sizzling and what web pages they have viewed. 
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The Results 

Although ActiveTrail only started using SalesWings in February this year, they have already seen 
tremendous improvements in their ability to successfully connect with hot leads. Thanks to the 
enhanced tracking afforded by SalesWings, prospecting has become much more effective, 
positively impacting sales. Opportunities have increased by 25% and the team has quickly seen a 
20% increase in deal closing rates leading to a 1000% ROI on the Saleswings investment. 

SalesWings has fully met ActiveTrail’s expectations, as it is providing immediate, real value to the 
company’s small sales team. It is worth noting that ActiveTrail had evaluated other platforms 
before choosing SalesWings.  These were robust and comprehensive systems, but required a 
dedicated resource (or team) to manage them, which was a deal-breaker for ActiveTrail. 

At the end of the day, ActiveTrail chose to become a full SalesWings customer (after their 30-
day free trial) because of its excellent ‘time to value’ and hefty ROI. 

 

Take Action towards more Sales – now. 

>> Try SalesWings for free for 30 days and schedule your personal demo… 
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